22 February 2011 Lyttelton earthquake, Briefing 1
Paul Somerville, Matthew Mason and Rob Van den Honert

Earthquake Mechanism
The earthquake had a magnitude Mw of 6.1 (Harvard, USGS) with the hypocenter
located beneath Lyttelton at a depth of about 6 km (Figure 1). The magnitude of 6.3
quoted by Geonet is local magnitude ML, not Mw. The February 22 earthquake did
not occur on an extension of the fault plane of the September 4 event, but both
events were attributable to maximum horizontal compression in a northwest –
southeast direction, and appear to have occurred on a complex fault system. This
northwest stress orientation is perpendicular to the plate boundary, which is marked
by the Alpine fault lying about 100 km further west (Figure 1) and is capable of
generating much larger (magnitude 8) earthquakes. The northwest stress orientation
would tend to lock the Alpine fault, reducing the likelihood of a large earthquake on
the Alpine fault, which is thought to be one of the main sources of seismic hazard in
Christchurch.
It seems clear that the September event triggered the February event by a process
of stress transfer. In a broad sense the February event can be regarded as an
aftershock of the September event, but it occurred quite a long time afterwards. The
earthquakes that occurred in the past 60 days, including aftershocks of both events,
are shown in Figure 2.

Strong Ground Motions
A map of the recorded peak accelerations (including both vertical and horizontal
components) is shown in Figure 3, and a map of the strong ground motion recording
stations is shown in Figure 4. The strong ground motions recorded in Lyttelton and
the CBD during the February earthquake were stronger than those of the September
earthquake, and exceeded building code levels, as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Further north in Styx Mill, the ground motions were comparable (Figure 7), and
further west, in Templeton, the September earthquake ground motions exceeded
the February ones (Figure 8). This explains why the damage in Lyttelton and the
CBD was much more severe than in the September earthquake. Also, it is likely that
many of the buildings that failed in the February earthquake were weakened by the
September earthquake. Although the September earthquake shook a larger region
of the Canterbury Plain, the February earthquake shaking was concentrated in and
stronger in the CBD.
It has been reported that the February earthquake may have occurred on a buried
fault (which does not reach the surface). This is consistent with the observation
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published by Paul Somerville following the 1989 Loma Prieta, 1994 Northridge and
1995 Kobe earthquakes, which all occurred on buried faults, that earthquakes on
such faults generate stronger ground motions than do earthquakes that break the
ground surface (as occurred in the September event).

Field Reconnaissance – Day 1
Unlike September 2010, upon arriving in Christchurch it was clear something major
had occurred. The airport was packed, people were sleeping on the floor inside and
outside the terminal, all awaiting flights out of the city. After unsuccessful attempts to
make accommodation bookings from Sydney we met further difficulty here with all
the city’s open hotels taken or reserved for (rightfully so) displaced residents or
emergency workers. Bedding was finally found in the ski city of Methven about 100
km south-west of the city.
We only had a few hours of light left after leaving the airport but headed to the city’s
north-eastern suburbs to investigate the impact of liquefaction. Driving through the
north-western suburbs around the airport, little evidence of damage was clear. A few
failed brick chimneys were seen, but in comparison to last year the number was
minimal. In all likelihood this was probably because most were damaged and/or
removed after September’s quake.
The first area visited was an estate in Burwood, around 5 km north east of the CBD
of Christchurch. Evidence of extensive liquefaction in the streets of this modern
residential estate was seen. People were out cleaning streets and removing
ejaculated silt from their yards. Drains in the street had been lifted. There was fairly
minimal damage to residential buildings, but some cracked masonry and downed
fences were noted. We observed extensive liquefaction in a public open space,
Clareford Reserve, near a marsh land (see Figure 9).
Driving south-east towards Bexley (site of major liquefaction in the September
earthquake) we encountered major liquefaction damage to roads and some road
bridges. Access was difficult and we only managed to see the more northern parts of
the suburb, but shall explore further in coming days.
We spoke to some local residents in New Brighton who were moving silt to the road
for council removal. They showed us extensive cracking in their houses, and pointed
out a house in the street that was leaning – caused by liquefaction induced
settlement. All residents explained buckled doorframes ensuring doors cannot be
opened or closed. Many residents have left their homes for temporary
accommodation.
We were told that residents in this part of Christchurch are frazzled. The prospect of
a further earthquake is never far from the back of their minds. Added to this, these
homes have been without water, electricity, waste water connection and landline
telephones since the earthquake, some 48 hours previously.
Moving closer to Bexley we spoke to a lady whose house had no clearly visible
damage from the street. However, moving through with her extensive cracking to
external brickwork and internal walls was seen. The home had shifted up to 5 cm off
the slab (Figures 13 and 14). The owners were not able to close doors on cupboards
due to buckled frames, and entry doors and gates were jammed.
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Driving through Wainoni the impact of what appeared to be lateral spreading was
observed. A number of properties were severely damaged, with one visibly settling
on the order of half a metre crushing the garage doors, and presumably its contents
(Figure 15 – differential settlement across the gate is evident). Another home, that
appeared to have an extension built on, had the home and slab split in two (Figure
16), with yet another suffering major cracking throughout and the loss of its brickwork
veneer (Figure 17). Damage to these three homes occurred along a single rupture.
In many areas liquefaction damage – at initial and very brief observation – appears
worse than seen in 2010. The extent also appears to be greater. Over the next few
days we’ll continue to inspect areas reportedly hit by liquefaction and report on its
impact.

Figure 1. Location and preliminary focal mechanism of the earthquake. Source:
Geonet
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Figure 2. Locations of earthquakes in the past 60 days, including aftershocks of both
events. Source: Geonet

Figure 3. Map peak recorded accelerations. Source: Geonet
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Figure 4. Locations of strong motion recording stations of the February 22
Christchurch Earthquake. Source: Brendon Bradley, Canterbury University.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the time histories (top) and response spectra (bottom) of
the ground motions recorded at Lyttelton during the two earthquakes. The code
spectrum is also shown. Source: Brendon Bradley, Canterbury University.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the time histories (top) and response spectra (bottom) of
the ground motions recorded at Christchurch Hospital during the two earthquakes.
The code spectrum is also shown. Source: Brendon Bradley, Canterbury University.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the time histories (top) and response spectra (bottom) of
the ground motions recorded at Styx Mill during the two earthquakes. The code
spectrum is also shown. Source: Brendon Bradley, Canterbury University.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the time histories (top) and response spectra (bottom) of
the ground motions recorded at Templeton during the two earthquakes. The code
spectrum is also shown. Source: Brendon Bradley, Canterbury University.
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Figure 9. Burwood – Clarevale Reserve – extensive liquefaction

Figure 10. Farnborough Street, Bexley – wall cracks
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Figure 11. Wall cracking and lateral displacement – detaching from window frame

Figure 12. Liquefaction in a back yard in Farnborough Street, Bexley causing wall
cracking
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Figure 13. Wall cracking – Farnborough Street, Bexley

Figure 14. Cracking and lateral displacement of brickwork relative to foundations,
Farnborough St, Bexley
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Figure 15. Extensive damage to home at 10 Bickerton Street, Wainoni. Note
alignment of gates (left of picture), subsidence of the entire house (garage doors
compressed), and damage to concrete driveway

Figure 16. Lateral displacement of foundation slab (around 30 cm). Near Bickerton
Street, Wainoni
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Figure 17. Damage to exterior brickwork – 9 Bickerton Street, Wainoni
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